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Some artists insist on being the judges of their own work, before which it seems impossible to 

be alone. At certain exhibitions, the reading of the explanatory texts becomes a kind of 

incantation that summons the ghostly presence of the artist, who then becomes the inseparable 

companion of the viewer, whom he or she will keep an eye on in order to indicate the proper 

meaning of their paintings or installations. 

 

I doubt this is the case of Juan Giralt (Madrid, 1940 - 2007). Reluctant to public explanations, in 

one of his few writings he subscribed to the tradition of painters who prefer to be quiet before 

their own work. Like them, he thought that, ultimately, “words come to substitute a shortcoming 

and are, in this sense, demonstrations of a failure.” I wonder what Giralt would thing of the 

thousands of aspiring artists who are required to write their CV’s before beginning to work, of 

the obsession with a discourse whose conclusions are reached before, not after, the art is 

produced. 

 

The Juan Giralt who wrote sceptically of the capacity of words to explain painting was a Giralt 

who had suffered the consequences of lacking a discourse, or at least a sufficiently attractive 

one. During the 1980s he lived on the margins of the artistic scene. For him, those years of 

cultural excitement in Spain were, in the words of Juan Manuel Bonet, a wander in the 

wilderness. Given the little interest of critics and public, for most it was a surprise to discover 

the Giralt that emerged from the other side of the wilderness. It was an artist at the peak of his 

creative powers who, although never fully recovered his previous status as one of the leaders of 

the “Nueva Figuración Madrileña”, aroused the admiration of those able to look beyond 

fashions. 

 

The quality of the paintings Juan Giralt produced in the approximately last fifteen years of his 

life made his non-adscription to any particular tendency irrelevant. The careful viewer will see 

in his canvases of the 90s and 2000s the reflection of a whole life of learning, of a vocation that 
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had been clear to him from a very early age. He was an avid voyeur of painting, a fact that 

becomes obvious in his late works. If we pay attention to a short but revealing array of 

references he himself listed, we understand that the richness of his painting responds to an 

unprejudiced view, absorbing all that could be of use to him: in the superposition of rectangles 

as a compositional background we make out the cerebral art of Uccello and Mondrian; in his 

liking of gesture and material density which undermines this reticular order, we see Philip 

Guston; in the irony of many of his papier collés one can understand his liking of ukiyo-e; his 

admiration for Velázquez sums up, perhaps, his aspiration of creating painting both intelligent 

and sensual. 

 

Although he was no storyteller, the brilliant use Giralt made of collage from the beginning of the 

90s lends his paintings unexpected narrative resonances. In the midst of the rich brushstrokes, 

of the stimulating contraposition of straight and curved lines, his papier collés appear as flashes 

of reality that strike the viewer’s eye. Deprived of context, the cutting-outs of magazines, 

wallpaper and second-hand photographs contaminate the whole painting, filling it with 

surprising connotations. Their insertion on the canvas are a let’s see what happens where Giralt 

temporarily hands over the control of the work to these random images. The possible readings 

of these paintings are as many as the number of views they receive. Be they large canvases or 

modest pieces on wood, this artistic procedure speaks of the role of painting as a radical 

concentrator of meaning, metaphor of the complex mechanisms of vision and memory. 

 

The work of Juan Giralt is overseen by a love for the practice of painting. Above everything else, 

he considered himself a painter. This is not anecdotal. A painter who declares himself as such, 

above greater (and vaguer) terms like artist or author, is asking to be valued exclusively for the 

paintings he paints. As he himself suggested, words cannot make up for the lack of talent, and I 

doubt he would have wanted to be judged in terms other than his merits as a painter. Ultimately, 

this approach is demanding from the critic a rigour parallel to his own. Quality mattered to Giralt. 

I imagine he would have preferred to hear one of his paintings being declared bad rather than 

interesting. 

 

In a text full of admiration for the strong independence of his father, Marcos Giralt Torrente 

tries to avoid using high-flown terms such as posterity or authenticity. I dare use a word which 

is even more debased: freedom. When an artist has suffered the fragility of success, he or she 

understands that all the time one employs on not falling out of fashion is time one is failing to 

devote to cultivate one’s own qualities. To choose to guide oneself by them may not necessarily 

be the most glamorous track, but it is the most honest. It is also the most difficult. Freedom 

implies giving some things up: one must be prepared to not be liked all the time, to deceive the 

expectations of admirers, to undo certain habits in order to reconsider things one thought were 

clear. 

 

It seems eloquent that, in the last months of his life, a very ill Juan Giralt gathered the strength 

to visit the great retrospective the Reina Sofía Museum dedicated to Howard Hodgkin. Painters 

of approximately the same generation, I wonder if Giralt perceived parallelisms between the 

two, the militant independence they shared even when they were closest to being trapped by 

labels. In the late work of both Hodgkin and Giralt one finds the wisdom of those who have seen 
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much and painted much, the same aspiration of concentrating the infinite complexity of the 

world on a comparatively minuscule space. This will, condemned to be eternally unsatisfied, 

progressively moderates the logical impatience of youth, making the artist aware that the only 

goal is the next painting. In the case of Giralt, it seems inevitable to think that he left far too 

many unpainted. 

 

Juan Giralt was not the first modern artist, nor will he be the last, to remind us that painting is 

an eminently visual act and that an excess of words can produce visual impotence. One can only 

be grateful for his humble step to one side in order not to interfere between the work and the 

viewer, granting us the freedom without which the celebrated freedom of the artist is inevitably 

incomplete. 

 

Juan Giralt. Espacio Contemplación. Arturo Soria, 214. Madrid. Until 24 February 2018. 

 

 

 

Juan Giralt. Regnum Tuum (1998-2002). 
Acrílico y collage sobre lienzo, 195 x 162 cm. 
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